Based on an intriguing examination of the First Amendment, Ten Tortured Words embodies centuries of diverse American legal ideas on the role of religion in our society. The First Amendment to the Constitution is one of the most fascinating, misunderstood, controversial, and defining sentences in American history. It has also undergone more transformation as a principle of law than any other intention of the Founding Fathers of this country. As important as this single Constitutional sentence is, few
Americans know what it says, much less what it means and when it came into being. Ten Tortured Words combines extensive historical and legal research with interviews of contemporary thinkers and American voices, yet is practical in its examination of religion in society.

After searching for the book Ten Tortured Words on the net back in August of last year, I found there was a concerted effort by a well known Leftist blog called Daily Kos, that encouraged their readers to go on Amazon and trash the book. No matter if the reviewers had read the book or not. Google Ten Tortured Words, you'll see the Daily Kos page encouraging the deception. The object was to have large numbers say they reviewed the book, and by lying they had read the book, to deceive those of us that went on Amazon to find honest reviews of the books offered there. I've found that the Leftists are doing the same thing to another book on Amazon called Liberal Fascists by encouraging its readers to post bogus negative reviews as well. I wanted to warn buyers on Amazon back in August of the deception, and orchestrated effort of these Leftists websites to deceive them by posting negative bogus reviews to sway the rating system and by doing that to discourage Amazon buyers from purchasing the book. But I waited, thinking that Amazon or someone surely would notify the buying public on Amazon of this despicable and deceitful effort by Daily Kos Leftists, as well as other Leftist websites to deliberately deceive the buyers on Amazon who wish only to read honest, truthful reviews without some sort of orchestrated agenda of deception.

Any book should stand on its own without being the subject of any groups efforts at tying to suppress the readership of a book by using orchestrated, bogus and deceitful tactics to corrupt the rating system. Using honest reviews is one thing, but encouraging reviews by those who have not read the book is another. The 17 negative reviews on Amazon were put there within a few days of Daily Kos initiating the deceptive assault on the ratings system for Ten Tortured Words.

I know, because I watched it happen day by day, as I tried to find unbiased reviews of the book on Amazon. It seems to me the Left would like to suppress, or prohibit those books they do not agree with if it were possible for them to do so. Orchestrated, deceptive efforts to sway the rating system on Amazon is not the ethical way to refute what they perceive as errors in the book.
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